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M.E Semester: 2 Mechanical Engineering (Thermal Engineering)
Subject Name: ADVANCED AIR CONDITIONING 

 
A. Course Objective 
 To present a problem oriented in depth knowledge of Advanced Air Conditioning
 To address the underlying concepts and methods behind Advanced Air Conditioning 

 
B. Teaching / Examination Scheme 

 

SUBJECT 
Teaching Scheme Total Evaluation Scheme Total 

L T P Total 
Credit 

THEORY IE CIA PR. / 
VIVO 

CODE NAME 
Marks

Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Marks Marks Marks Marks

METH206-B Advanced Air 
conditioning 4 0 2 6 5 3 70 30 20 30 150 

 
C. Detailed Syllabus

 
1.  Psychometric charts : ASHRE and CARRIER charts ,their differences ,application of corrections of different charts 

Applied Psychrometry : Combinations of different processes and their representation on psychrometric charts, 
psychrometric calculations for cooling and dehumidification .High latent heat load ,dehumidified air quantities 
based on total and effective room loads ,GSHF and ESHF ,effect of fan and duct heat gain or dehumidified air 
quantity ,effective surface temperature ,effect of bypass factor on GSHF, analysis for using all outside air 
,psychrometric of partial load control

2.  Cooling tower: Different types, construction working performance, testing different types of desert coolers, 
testing of desert coolers as per BIS, Air washer, different types, construction performance. 

3.  Heat gain calculations: choices of supply conditions. Solar heat gain: Terminology calculation different solar 
angles ,relation between different angles ,calculation of the intensity of direct ,diffused and ground radiation 
solar air temperature ,empirical methods to evaluate heat transfer through walls, and roofs, TETD and its 
determination by calculation and tables ,Heat gain through glass ,Solar heat gain factor, use of equations and 
tables ,shading of glass ,solar chart and its use .shading of glass ,solar chart and its use, shading devices and its 
selection ,load due to other sources, stack effect ,different methods of calculating cooling load as per ASHRE-
some brief idea(other than TETD methods) 

4.  Duct Design : Types of ducts ,duct construction ,factors affecting duct construction, friction charts and other 
correction factors ,losses ,design velocity and its selection, duct heat gain or loss ,duct insulation ,duct layouts, 
duct sizing methods, equal friction static regains and T-method design simple idea .Noise and their isolation, duct 
materials and their accessories 

5. Air Distribution: Terminology, outlet performance, types of outlets, location of outlets,factors affecting grill 
performance, selection of outlets using nomographs, tables and line charts ,room air diffusions, performance 
index (ADPI) and its use in outlet selection ,use of different equations. 

6.  Air conditioning systems: Factors affecting the selection of the systems, classification, systems, design 
procedure, system features, psychrometric analysis, controls of all air, air water, all water, DX ,VAV and dual duct 
systems basic idea of cold air distributions systems and dessicant cooling systems 

7.  Thermal effects :-Human thermo regulation, different equations governing thermal exchanges, factors affecting 
comforts, environmental indices, AQ and its importance –Human comfort and health. 

8.  Air conditioning controls : Characteristics of HVAC noise ,Acoustical rating systems and criteria ,RC ,NC, and NR 
criteria for noise rating ,noise control methods for VAV units ,cooling towers, air devices roof top units ,chillers 
,pumps, AHU rooms, compressors. 

9.  Air handling systems: Fans, types ,construction performance characteristics ,fan laws ,testing as per BS ,IS and 
AMCA standards, fan selection with the help of tables charts and curves, fan drive arrangements and discharge 
from fans, duct design fan selection etc.

10. Advances in Air Conditioning, Clean Room Concept, Filtration of suspended particles, PPM Control and methods, 
Types of Filters, Mechanical , UV filters etc.
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D. Lesson Planning
 

Sr.No. Date/Week Unit No. % Weightage Topic No:
1 1st ,2ed ,3ed  Unit 1  20 % . 1,2
2 4th ,5th ,6th  Unit 2 20 % 3,4
3 7th ,8th ,9th  Unit 3 20 % 5,6
4 19th ,11th ,12th  Unit 4 20 % 7,8
5 13th ,14th ,15th Unit 5 20 % 9,10

 
E. Instructional Method & Pedagogy 

7. At the start of course, the course delivery pattern , prerequisite of the subject will be discussed
8. Lecture may be conducted with the aid of multi-media projector, black board, OHP etc. & equal weightage 

should be given to all topics while teaching and conduction of all examinations. 
9. Attendance is compulsory in lectures and laboratory, which may carries five marks in overall evaluation. 
10. One/Two internal exams may be conducted and total/average/best of the same may be converted to 

equivalent of 30 marks as a part of internal theory evaluation.
11. Assignment based on course content will be given to the student for each unit/topic and will be evaluated at 

regular interval. It may carry an importance of ten marks in the overall internal evaluation.
12. Surprise tests/Quizzes/Seminar/Tutorial may be conducted and having share of five marks in the overall 

internal evaluation. 
13. The course includes a laboratory, where students have an opportunity to build an appreciation for the 

concept being taught in lectures.
14. Experiments shall be performed in the laboratory related to course contents.
 List of Experiments:

1. Study of advanced air conditioning system. 
2. To study various instruments used in air conditioning 
3. Study of air conditioning test rig and to plot various processes.
4. Study of clean room and to plot time v/s temperature curve.
5. Study of different types of fans used in air conditioning. 
6. Performance and analysis on Air Conditioning system with different psychrometric conditions.
7. Design of air conditioning system and load calculation for residential & commercial buildings. 
8. Design of air distribution system and design optimization of ducting.
9. Study of 15 TON water chilling plant.
10. Study and testing of ductable split A / C plant. 

F. Students Learning Outcomes
 The student can identify different areas of Advanced Air Conditioning.  
 Can find the applications of all the areas in day to day life.

 
G. Recommended Study Materials
 Text & Reference Books:

1. Air Conditioning Engineering -By Jones 5th 2001
2. Thermal Environmental Engineering, Threlkeld 
3. Hand book of air conditioning systems design :carrier corporation 1965 
4. Air conditioning principles and systems –pita 
5. HVAC testing adjusting and balancing manual :Gladstone 3 rd 1997 
6. Ashrae Data Book, (1) Fundamentals (2001) (2) application (1999) (3) System and equipments (2000)
7. Hand book of air conditioning and refrigeration : wang 2 (1993 
8. Air conditioning application and design by jones 2nd1997 
9. Air conditioning system design manual : lorach1993 
10. Fan handbook : bleier 1998


